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Industrial Rivets

Double anchor Industrial
rivets to secure all Road 
Ready Hardware for
maximum durability.
Bring on the abuse.

Ball Corners

Beefy, stackable chrome ball 
corners with 3-prong six-rivet 
industrial anchors, designed 
to provide protection against 
even the  heaviest transit

The open road is a test and your case better
be able to handle whatever the streets have
to throw your way. That’s why our cases are
packin’ with Rugged Road Ready Features.
Think of them as an insurance policy
against Road Rash. Built for the long
 haul and 100% Road Ready.

Industrial Hinges

“Quick-Fit” Industrial hinges
allow easy top removal and
installation while providing
secure latching. Quick and
easy the way it should be.

Industrial Latches

Recessed, chrome, bi-position 
butterfly latches. Industrial 
grade with ten rivet anchor 
construction. These puppies are 
built like a safe!

Rubber Feet

Industrial grade rubber feet
attached with heavy-duty bolts 
and recceded T-nuts. Because 
the bottom of your case has to 
deal with road rash.

Spring Loaded Handles

Recessed chrome, spring-
loaded, handles. Retractable 
so they stay out of your way. 
Heavy-duty rubber grip to 
prevent white knuckles and 
blisters even when dealing with 
the heaviest of loads.

Front Access Panels

Front panel design with 
removable faceplates. Designed 
to provide hassle free access 
to your front mixer controls, CD 
drawers and headphone jacks 
Because you dont have time to 
waste.
Cable Ports

Unique ports with a protective 
back plate for convenient routing 
of AC and phono cables, through 
the rear of the case when in use.  
Keep your connections  and 
wiring secure when not in use. 
Think of them as your case’s 
personal bodyguard.

Tongue and Groove Fit

Tongue and groove construction 
for a heavy-duty locking fit.
Sealed tight for anything the
road throws your way.

Case Construction

Rugged premium 3/8” vinyl
laminated plywood; structurally 
strong and built to resist
damage. Go ahead give it a 
pounding.

Pull Out Handle

Pull out handle so you can pull 
or push your gear with ease. 
Hide it away or extended into a 
locked position. No mor lugging 
your gear around.

Low Profile Wheels

Stealth and sleek low profile 
wheels for ultimate mobility. Take 
them off-roading if your heart so 
desires.
Integrated Storage

Compartments

Removable compartment located 
within the case’s cover to provide  
extra storage for all your messy 
cables and accessories. Simple 
and smart space planning.
Wings
Heavy-duty weight bearing wings 
designed to mount easily on top 
of your slant rig an provide all the 
extra working space you need. 
Fold up neatly inside 1U of space 
when not in use. Your work space 
problems solved

Rack Rails

Heavy duty rack rails designed to 
secure your electronics (mounting 
hardware included) in place. Bolt 
down with confidence.

Rear Access Door

Latchable hinged door at the rear 
of the case so you can access your 
gear for convient connections. 
Definitely a secret passage worth 
having.
Pick and Fit Foam

Pick & Fit Foam Technology allows 
you to customize your case to fit 
any gear under the sun. Your gear 
can change, your case shouldn’t

Z-Lock Foam

Z-Lock foam. Lock-it, un-lock and 
easily customize the inner length, 
width and height of your Road 
Ready case. Go ahead, upgrade to 
the bigger model.
Shock Mount Technology

Unique integral supension system 
built into the case. Provides un-
parallel protection against even 
the most rigorous trauma. Just 
begging for abuse.

*       Not all features listed are available
        on all case models.
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Your mic is your voice to the 
world. Protect it. Designed 
for flexibility and comfort, 
our wireless and standard 
mic cases are built with 
brains and feature smart 
design elements like our 
exclusive Pick-&-Fit Foam so 
you can custom design your 
case to hold virtually any mic 
component imaginable. We 
also added special storage 
compartments so you can 
finally get a grasp on 
organizing all those messy 
cables and accessories. 
Strong, durable and 
comfortable to use; built to 
work the Road Ready way.

Utility, definition.-
1. something useful or 
designed for use. 2. Road 
Ready utility case. Your 
gear can change, your case 
shouldn’t. This is the thinking 
behind our Utility Series. 
Built to hold everything and 
anything, our series of utility 
cases is designed to provide 
extra room where you need 
it. Our exclusive high-density 
Pick-&-Fit Foam allows you 
to customize your case so it 
can hold virtually anything; 
CD recorders, mixers, digital 
recording studios, wireless 
mic systems, headphones, 
guitar effects, pedals and 
more. Simply shape the 
Pick-&-Fit Foam to create 
your perfect fit. If your needs 
change, your  case doesn’t  
have to, Pick-&-Fit Foam 
replacements are readily 
available.

MIC
cases

UTILITYcases
mic and utility cases

MICROPHONE 
CASES
RRM12S- CASE FOR 12 
MICS W/ STORAGE
COMPARTMENT IN LID
RRM18S- CASE FOR 18 
MICS W/ STORAGE
COMPARTMENT IN LID

WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE CASE
RRWIRELESS- CASE W/ 
PICK-&-FIT FOAM FOR 
WIRELESS MICS (FITS MOST 
MODELS)

SMALL UTILITY CASE
RRUC- SMALL UTILITY CASE W/
            PICK-&-FIT FOAM FITS
            PRODUCTS MEASURING
            UP TO 12” X 10” X 4”
RRUC FOAM-REPLACEMENT 
PICK-&-FIT FOAM FOR RRUC
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LIGHTING cases

DUAL 250 LIGHTING
CASE
RR2MH250C- CASE FOR 2
X 250 TYPE MOVING HEADS
IN HANGING POSITION W/
CASTERS-FITS COEAMAR,
ROBE & MARTIN 250 
MOVING HEADS

RR2MH250SC- CASE FOR 2 
X 250 TYPE MOVING HEADS IN 
HANGING POSITION W/ 
CASTERS-FITS CHAUVET, 
AMERICAN DJ, & PEARL RIVER 
250 MOVING HEADS

DUAL 575 LIGHTING CASE
RR2MH575C-CASE FOR 2 X 575 TYPE  
MOVING HEADS IN HANGING POSITION 
W/ CASTERS FITS COEMAR, ROBE & 
MARTIN 575 MOVING HEADS

PLASMA CASES

built\ 
like a 
tank...

UNIVERSAL PLASMA CASES
W/ CASTERS
RRPLASMA42C- CASE FOR 42 INCH 
MONITORS,FITS ALL PRODUCTS WITH 
DIMENSIONS MAX-MIN - 3 3/8” - 5 1/2” 
WIDE, TO 38 11/16” - 44 7/8” LONG
RRPLASMA50C-  CASE 50 INCH 
MONITORS FITS ALL PRODUCTS WITH 
DIMENSIONS MAX-MIN - 3 3/8” - 5 1/2” 
WIDE, TO 44 1/4” - 54 1/2” LONG
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TOURING UTILITY TRUNK
RRUT1- UTILITY TRUNK 
W/ CASTERS,ADJUSTABLE 
COMPARTMENTS & TRAYS
 ( 29.5” X 44.75” X 30”)

TOURING UTILITY
TRUNK
RRUT1E- UTILITY
TRUNK W/ CASTERS
( 29.5” X 44.75” X 30”)

TOURING 
UTILITY
HALF-TRUNK
RRHUT1E- HALF SIZE
UTILITY TRUNK

TOURING UTILITY 
TRUNKS

Rugged, large and built to swallow anything 

you put in their way, Road Ready Utility Trunks 

are absolute beasts! To civilize them a bit we 

included a  heavy-duty 3 1/2” integral caster 

kit with brakes for easy mobility and options 

like two take out drawers to store smaller 

accessories and up to 8 fully adjustable/ 

removable storage compartments to thoroughly 

organize your gear. We even included unique 

dishes on the top of each trunk so that multiple 

trunks can be stacked on top of one-another 

to optimize space while traveling. Brains and 

Brawn.!

touring utility trunks
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EURO TOURING 
UTILITY TRUNKS
RREUT1-  EURO 
UTILITY TRUNK W/ 
CASTERS,ADJUSTABLE 
COMPARTMENTS & TRAYS 
(117.5 CM X 59CM X 66CM)
RREUT1E-EURO UTILITY 
TRUNK W/ CASTERS
 (117.5 CM X 59CM X 66CM)
RREHUT1- EURO 
HALF SIZE UTILITY 
TRUNK W/ ADJUSTABLE 
COMPARTMENTS & TRAY
RREHUT1E-HALF SIZE
EURO UTILITY TRUNK
RREHUT1EC-HALF SIZE
EURO UTILITY TRUNK W/
CASTERS

RRHUT1EC- HALF SIZE
UTILITY TRUNK W/ 
CASTERS



PRO-TOUR SERIES CASES

PRO-TOUR SERIES UTILITY TRUNK
TTUT1- UTILITY TRUNK W/ CASTERS
               ( 29.5” X 44.75” X 30”)
TTEUT1- EURO UTILITY TRUNK W/ CASTERS
                  (117.5CM X 59CM X 66.5)

PRO-TOUR SERIES
PROFESSIONAL
AMP RACK
TTINOUT16UC- 16U PAINTED 
AMP RACK IN SHOCK MOUNT 
CASE W/ CASTERS

PRO-TOUR 
   SERIES cases

Built to take a 

pounding and come 

back for more... our Pro-Tour 

Series protects your gear from even the most 

ground-breaking abuse. Crafted out of 

thicker 3/4” plywood with rugged X-large 

touring series corners, latches, aluminium 

siding, tongue and groove and extra beefy 4” 

casters, our Pro-Tour Series is built to be 

extra tough. Think of it as an insurance 

policy against Road Rash!  

“-We have traveled quite 
a bit and are sure we 
know a solid flightcase 
when we see one. Your 
cases impress us.”
 
Cheers,
 Krishna 
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It’’s pretty simple. If we 
don’’t have it and you 
dream it up, we’ll make it. 
Lighting Cases, Drum Cases, 
Mixer Cases...whatever you 
need. Go to your nearest 
Road Ready Authorized
dealer for help or
download one of our custom 
order forms at....
.

Road ReadyLIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Road Ready Cases, warrants to the original owner of each 
new Road Ready Product (provided that is purchased at an  
Authorized Road Ready Dealer) that is free of defects in 
materials and workmanship and that each product meets 
or exceeds all factory published specifications for each 
of our respective models. Road Ready agrees to repair or 
replace (at it’s diecretion) all defective parts at no charge 
for labor or materials. Road Ready will correct any defects 
by repair or replacement and ship back the product to the 
customer within a reasonable time after receipt of the 
defective unit at a Road Ready Authorized Service Center. 
This warranty does not cover damage or failure of product 
due to misuse, alterations, reasonable wear and tear, or 
product repairs performed by a party other than an autho-
rized Road Ready Service Center. There are no obligations 
of liability on the part of Road Ready for any consequential 
damage or any other indirect damages with respect to loss 
of property, revenues, profit or costs of removals, 
installations or reinstallations arising out of, or in 
connection with, the use or performance of  a Road Ready 
products. 

Contact Us!
Road Ready Cases USA
12662 CORRAL PL.
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA. 90670
Ph: 562-906-6185
Fax: 562-906-6186
email: usa@roadreadycases.com
www.roadreadycases.com

www.roadreadycases.com
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